
General 

The Modernization Kits  list replace one- and 
two-pipe pneumatic  the 

These kits include a wall plate adapter with hardware	 The TP973 replaces a one- or two-pipe thermostat. For one
pipe applications, replace the restrictor and pipe it as inand a TP970 Series fit the application. 

e  1. Pipe a two-pipe replacement like the 

Applicati 
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Cl 

Fig. 973 One-Pipe Operation. 



These are for of 6. 
Table for model. 

1.  Remove and rings or old adapters from the 

2. gasket from the fitting. Do 

3‘ 
4‘ 

8. 

optional black spacer 
ring to existing wall fitting. 

for for the screws. 

Feed the tubing e parts (Fig. 7). Use 
black spacer rings a cessary  to provide room for 

the necessary adapter parts 

Push onto tubing connections on the 
Attach foam spacer, coverplate, and baclsplate to 

universal plate with screws provided. 
If the branch and main connections reversed, 

the tubes on the backpla 
emove shipping stops (Fig. 9) and press the 

e backplate until it is fully seated and the retaining 
clips (Fig. 8) on the backplate have engaged. 

Replacement 
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factory set at 4F and should 
er normal operating conditions. 

ge is necessary, use the following 
ling range to the value specified on 

to 30 psi (0 to 2 10 gage 

rottling range adjustment to the desired 

a), note the setpoint. The difference 

mum of the thermostat. That is, 
a range  of 6F and an 

range  of 6F if the ambient 

THROTTLING THROTTLING RANGE 
RANGE SCALE ADJUSTMENT 
(DAY/SUMMER)_ 

DIAL 

SCREW 

DAY/AUTO POINT ADJUSTMENT 
ONLY 

NOTE: NOT ALL ADJUSTMENTS ARE ON ALL THERMOSTATS. 

Fig. 1 ontrols and Indicators, Front View 
over Removed. 

To set int limits: 

1. Loosen the lockscrew (Fig, 
2. e desired position. 

3. Tighten the lockscrew. 
4. 	  Check the positioning of the stops by changing the
 

setpoint.
 

Changeover 

and TP972 thermostats have changeover features. The 
TP971 has changeover and the TP972 has summer/ 
winter changeover. controls direct acting at day setting 
with 13 psi (90 main air pressure and direct acting at the 
night setting with 18 psi (124 main air pressure. The 
TP972 controls reverse acting ) for summer cooling at 13 
psi (90 main air pressure and direct acting (DA) for 
winter heating at 18 psi (124 main air pressure. 

The BLP drops as the drops when the thermostat 
is operating DA. The BLP drops as the rises when 
the thermostat is operating 

Changeover Conversion 

On some systems the lower main air pressure is 14 or 15 psi 
(97 or 103 On these systems turn the changeover 
adjustment screw (Fig. 12) one-half turn clockwise for each 1 
psi (7 over 13 psi (90 

TP97 1 s or used on systems having 1 psi (1 
or psi main air pressure 

require a different spring for proper changeover operation. 
Change the spring as follows: 

1. Remove the changeover screw (Fig. 12). 
2.	 Replace the gold-colored spring with the silver-colored 

spring furnished in the kit, Order 14002373-001 
Spring for TP972 conversion. 

3.	 Install the changeover adjustment screw and set flush 
with the top of the spring chamber. 

4.	 Follow CHANGEOVER CALIBRATION CHECK
 
procedures and recalibrate if necessary.
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Fig. 12. Series View. 
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Without Branchline Gage Only) 

Set main air pressure to the higher pressure setting (night 
or winter). 
Insert gage using gage adapter into branchline pressure 
gage tap (Fig. 11). If the results in Steps 3 or 5 are not 
correct, go to CHANGEOVER CALIBRATION. 

971: 
Turn day setpoint adjustment until setpoint indicator 
reads approximately 10F (5.6C) degrees above the space 
temperature and turn the night setpoint dial until setpoint 
indicator reads below space temperature. The gage 
should main air pressure. Push the day/auto 
lever to the day (left) position; it should stay there and 

should go to psi (0 kPa). 

the setpoint adjustment until setpoint indicator 
reads approximately 10F degrees above space 
temperature. BLP should go to 0 psi (0 kPa). 

4.	 Set main air pressure to lower pressure setting (day or 
summer). Use I6 psi (110 kPa) on psi 

5. 
Set day setpoint adjustment and night setpoint dial as in 
Step 3. BLP should go to zero. Push the day/auto lever to 

t should return to the auto 

TP972: 
Set setpoint adjustment as in Step 3. BLP should go to 
main air pressure. 

Changeover Calibration 

1. Remove thermostat from the wall. 
2.	 Loosen screws holding backplate in position. Do not 

disconnect piping from backplate. 
3. lug  thermostat into backplate. 
4.	 following changeover procedures for calibration
 

or without a pressure gage.
 

With Pressure Ga 

If the changeover was not correct at Step 3 of the 
CHECK, use the 

screwdriver end of the tool to turn the changeover 
screw (Fig. 13) turn counterclockwise. 

Make a check. with one-quarter turn 
followed by a calibration check until the 

changeover is correct. 

If the thermostat changeover was not correct at Step 5 of the 
CHANGEOVER CHECK, use the TP970 
Series thermostat tool to turn the changeover adjustment screw 
(Fig. 13) one-quarter turn clockwise. Make a calibration check. 

with one-quarter turn followed by a 
check until the changeover is correct. 

Set system pressure to 18 psi (124 (night pressure). 
2.	 Hold the day/auto lever in the day (left) position. Turn 

the changeover adjustment screw counterclockwise until 
the lever holds in place. 

3.	 Release the lever and slowly turn the changeover 
adjustment screw clockwise until the lever snaps back to 
the auto position 

4.	 Turn the changeover adjustment screw an additional 
eighth to one-quarter turn clockwise. This places the 
changeover in calibration and allows for normal main air 
pressure fluctuations. 

CHANGEOVER 
ADJUSTMENT 
SCREW 

Fig. 13. Location of Calibration Adjustment Screw with
 
Backplate Attached.
 

Calibration Check 

The has an internalsetpoint limit of 72F (22C) 
maximum for heating. To check its calibration, the control 
space temperature must be 77F (25C) or above for cooling 
applications and 73F (23C) or below for heating applications. 

NOTE? 	  The 72F (22C) limitation is not adjustable. 

TP970A, B, TP972A, AND TP973 

Direct-acting, bimetal elements: 

Turn setpoint adjustment until setpoint indicator reads 5F 
(2.8C) below actual space temperature and allow 
thermostat to build up BLP. 

2.	 Turn setpoint indicator adjustment (Fig. 11) up slowly, 
3.	 If thermostat begins to bleed off between 1 and 3F (0.5 

and below space temperature, no calibration is 
necessary. 
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bime 

Turn until indicator reads 
(2.8~) actual space temperature as measured by a 
test the eter, and allow thermostat to build up 

2. setpoint indi~ato~ (Fig. 11) down slowly. 
3.	 f begins bleed off between 1 and 3F (0.5 

and 1,7C) above space temperature, no calibration is 

efore wit  recalibration, be sure the 
antihum sp~ng(s (Fig. just touches the throttling 

is not wedged against it. 

AUTI 
The is very  sensitive and
 
excessive during 

NOTE: e 30 psi gage referred to in the following 
procedures gage with gage adapter listed in 
the EQUIP section. 

e cover and install a 30 psi gage into the gage 

until the setpoint indicator 

3. ig. 9) until the gage 

the opposite direction until 
si (56 The thermostat is 

Remove the gage and replace the cover. 

Remove the cover and install a 30 psi gage into the gage 

2.	 Turn the adjustment until the indicator 
reads the indicated temperature. 

3.	 With 13 psi (90 day main air pressure, turn the day 
(left) calibration screw (Fig. 11) until the gage indicates 

psi. 
4.	 Turn the calibration screw in the opposite direction until

the gage indicates 8 psi (56 
5.	 With 18 psi (126 night main air pressure, rotate the 

night dial until its setting agrees with the 
indicated temperature. 

6.	 Repeat Steps 3 and 4 using the night (right)
screw, The thermostat is now in calibration. 

7.	 Remove the gage and replace cover.

1.	 Remove the cover and install a 30 psi gage into the gage

2.	 Turn the setpoint adjustment until the setpoint indicator
reads the indicated temperature,

3.	 With 13 psi (90 kPa) summer main air pressure, turn the
summer (left) calibration screw (Fig. 11) until the gage
indicates 0 psi.

4.	 Turn the calibration screw in the opposite direction until
the gage indicates 8 psi (56

5.	 With 18 psi (126 winter main air pressure, repeat 
Steps 3 and 4, using the winter (right) screw, 
NOTE: 	  If the thermostat has a setpoint dial (Fig. it 

must be set to the indicated temperature before 
returning to Steps 3 and 

6. 	  The thermostat is now in calibration.
7. 	  Remove the gage and replace the
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